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In this paper, entropy and auto-correlation values of main chain dihedral angles of 22,356 protein molecules
are calculated and found to lie within a well-specified range for most proteins . Also, the entropy values obey a
Gaussian distribution, which indicates that entropy plays a crucial role in evolution and conservation of protein
tertiary structures. A comparison of the auto-correlation values of the dihedral angles of the entire protein
molecule with those of the alpha helices and beta sheets indicates that random coils play an important role in
determining the tertiary structure of protein molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many important molecular processes in the cell are car-
ried out by protein-protein interactions. These interactions de-
pend on the ability of a protein molecule to be able to bind to
other protein molecules and are primarily driven by favorable
changes in the free energy of the protein complex (increase
in entropy and/or decrease in enthalpy) [1, 2]. And these free
energy changes are governed by the tertiary structures of the
interacting proteins [3–5]. Thus, one of the first steps in gain-
ing a deep understanding of the various biological processes
within a cell is to be able to predict the structure of a given
protein molecule. To be able to predict a protein structure cor-
rectly, we need to be able to understand the dynamics of a
protein molecule as it folds from an unfolded state to its na-
tive state [6]. Most of the current models used to study protein
folding and predict protein structure are based on the concept
of global free-energy minimum [7–11].
Apart from being able to predict the protein structure for a
particular amino acid sequence, it is also important to study
the general properties of protein structures. Being able to for-
mulate certain general rules associated with the various pa-
rameters of a protein structure also helps in designing better
tools for computer simulations. One such general principle is
the Ramachandran plot [12] which shows that the dihedral an-
gles (φ ,ψ) of a protein molecule can take values only within
a certain range. However, as of now, there are no known gen-
eral statistical principles governing the tertiary structures of
protein molecules.
Statistical analysis of a given data-set can be carried out by
using many different tools. The choice of a particular tool de-
pends on the property of interest. For protein molecules, the
tertiary struture is primarily specified by the main chain dihe-
dral angles (φ ,ψ,ω) [13]. In this case, the main properties
of interest are the amount of disorder and randomness among
these dihedral angles. To be able to measure the amount of
disorder and randomness in any given data-set (in this case,
the protein dihedral angles), the most widely used tools are
entropy [14] and auto-correlation [15]. Apart from being a
measure of disorder, entropy is also a thermodynamic prop-
erty that can be used to determine the amount of free energy
changes in thermodynamic processes [16] (eg. protein-protein
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interactions).
In this paper, I have analyzed the entropy and auto-
correlation of the dihedral angles of 22,356 protein molecules
(with less than 90% sequence identity, and downloaded from
the RCSB Protein Data Bank) and attempted to derive some
general statistical principles governing the tertiary structure of
protein molecules.
II. METHODS
A. Entropy
Consider a set of discrete data points which obey a certain
continuous probability distribution function, f (x). If we have
to find the entropy of this distribution using the discrete data,
we first need to bin the data to find the discretized probability
distribution. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume uniform
binning with bin-size ∆x so that the probability of our random
variable, x, taking a value in the range (xi,xi+∆x) is pi =
P(xi < x≤ xi+∆x) = f (xi)∆x. Now, we can use Shannon’s
formula [14] to find the entropy:
Sd = −∑ pi ln pi
= −∑ fi∆x ln( fi∆x) where pi = fi∆x and fi = f (xi)
= −∑ fi∆x ln( fi)−∑ fi∆x ln(∆x)
= −∑ fi∆x ln( fi)−∑ fi∆x ln(∆x)
where the subscript d in Sd stands for discrete. If ∆x is small
enough, Sc ≈ −∑ fi∆x ln( fi) and ∑ fi∆x ≈ 1. Thus, in this
limit, we have
Sd = Sc− ln∆x
⇒ Sc = Sd + ln∆x (1)
where the subscript c in Sc stands for continuous. Thus, when-
ever we calculate entropy by using discrete data sets whose
probability distribution function is not known apriori, it is im-
portant to correct the calculated value according to Eq. (1)
[17, 18].
Now comes the question of choosing the right bin size. For
a given set of discrete data, it is obvious that if the bin-size is
too large, the discrete distribution obtained will be erroneous.
However, it must also be noted that taking a bin-size that is
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Figure 1: Sc values of a few protein molecules for various bin-sizes.
As can be seen, Sc values are similar for 10◦ < ∆x < 20◦. Thus, a
value of ∆x = 15◦ is good enough for estimating Sc. Similar results
were obtained for all the other proteins analyzed in this paper.
too small may also lead to incorrect results. A way to choose
the right bin-size is to find a range of values of ∆x for which
the values of Sc in Eq. (1) are similar. Any value of ∆x in
this range is a good enough choice for calculating Sc. This
is because, by its very definition, Sc should be independent
of the bin-size (note that Sd will always depend on ∆x even
for a large data-set). This also implies that larger the range of
∆x for which Sc values are similar, the better our data-set is
for estimation of the underlying distribution function and its
continuous entropy.
B. Auto-correlation
The auto-correlation function,C(k), of a discrete sequence,
{ai : i= 1,2, ...,N}, is defined as [15, 19]
C (k) =
1
(N− k)σ2
N−k
∑
j=1
(a j−µ)
(
a j+k−µ
)
(2)
with µ being the mean of the values taken by each ai and σ2,
the variance. Using Eq. (2), the correlation measure, CP, can
now be defined as the average of all correlation values in Eq.
(2),
CP =
1
N−1
N−1
∑
k=1
|C (k)| (3)
where the subscript “P” refers to “protein”. The value for CP
ranges from 0 to 1 and is independent of the length of the
sequence. Lower value ofCP corresponds to lower correlation
strength embedded in that sequence and vice-versa. The value
of CP for a typical random sequence will be zero and a highly
correlated sequence will approach unity.
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Figure 2: Probability distribution of the entropy values for all the
22,356 proteins analyzed in this paper. As can be seen, ψ angle
has the highest entropy followed by φ and ω . Also, the width of
the distribution of entropy values taken by φ is more than that of ψ
and ω . This is in accordance for the allowed regions of φ ,ψ in the
Ramachandran plot [12].
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Figure 3: Probability distribution of the auto-correlation values for
all the 22,356 proteins analyzed in this paper. As can be seen, φ ,ω
angles are more correlated than ψ .
III. RESULTS
In this paper, the entropy and auto-correlation values of
the main chain dihedral angles (φ ,ψ,ω) of 22,356 protein
molecules (with less than 90% sequence identity) are calcu-
lated.
A. Entropy
As mentioned in Sec. (II A), in order to be able to calculate
the entropy, we first need to find the correct bin-size. Figure
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Figure 4: Probability distribution of the auto-correlation values for
the alpha helices and beta sheets in all the 22,356 proteins analyzed
in this paper. As can be seen, φ ,ψ angles have almost identical dis-
tribution of correlation values.
1 shows the values of Sc for various bin-sizes. As can be seen
from the figure, ∆x = 15◦ is a good choice for estimating the
entropy of these protein molecules.
Figure 2 shows the probability distribution of the entropy
values, Sc, of the dihedral angles for all the 22,356 protein
molecules. As can be seen in this figure, ψ has the high-
est value of entropy on average, followed by φ and ω . The
mean of the entropy values are µSφ = 4.8308, µ
S
ψ = 5.0883 and
µSω = 3.5548 for φ ,ψ,ω respectively. The corresponding val-
ues for the standard deviation are σSφ = 0.2941, σ
S
ψ = 0.2699
and σSω = 0.2466. Thus, the distribution of entropy values for
φ has the greatest width, which is in accordance with the al-
lowed region for φ ,ψ in the Ramachandran plot [12]. The an-
gle, ω , is the most restrictive among the three dihedral angles.
This fact is captured very well in Fig. 2 which shows that ω
has significantly lower entropy (with a mean of µSω = 3.5548)
than the other two dihedral angles. Figure 2 also shows that
the entropy of the dihedral angles φ ,ψ obeys a tailed Gaussian
distribution.
B. Auto-correlation
Figure 3 shows the distribution of auto-correlation values
(CP) for all the 22,356 protein molecules. As can be seen,
φ and ω have almost identical distributions, and ψ having a
slightly higher value ofCP on average. The mean values ofCP
are µCφ = 0.1236, µ
C
ψ = 0.1613 and µCω = 0.1201 for φ ,ψ,ω
respectively and the corresponding values for the standard de-
viation are σCφ = 0.0652, σ
C
ψ = 0.0650 and σCω = 0.0449.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of auto-correlation values
(CP) for the alpha helices and beta sheets of all the 22,356 pro-
tein molecules. As can be seen, φ and ψ of the alpha helices
have almost identical distributions of CP, which is not true
for the dihedral angles of beta sheets. For the alpha helices,
the mean values of Cp are µαCφ = 0.4484 and µ
αC
ψ = 0.4616
for φ ,ψ respectively and the corresponding values of standard
deviation are σαCφ = 0.1662 and σ
αC
ψ = 0.1637. Similarly,
for the beta sheets, the mean values of Cp are µ
βC
φ = 0.5136
and µβCψ = 0.4847 for φ ,ψ respectively and the correspond-
ing values of standard deviation are σβCφ = 0.1799 and σ
βC
ψ =
0.1892. Thus, for beta sheets, the φ angles are much more
correlated than the ψ angles. These values also show that the
dihedral angles of beta sheets are, in general, more correlated
than the angles of alpha helices.
An interesting feature in Fig. 4 is that there is a distinct
sharp peak at CP = 0.75 for all the four curves in the figure,
which might be considered to be a signature of the alpha he-
lices and beta sheets.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Gaussian distribution
Figure 2 shows that the entropy values of the φ ,ψ dihedral
angles of a protein molecule obey a Gaussian distribution with
the presence of a tail. And since Gaussian distribution func-
tions are a hallmark of statistical systems at equilibrium, we
could say that entropy of protein molecules is a fundamental
property and plays a significant role in the evolution and con-
servation of protein structures. This central role of entropy in
governing protein dynamics has also been found in studies of
promiscuous protein-protein interactions [1].
B. Protein simulations
Protein dynamics are known to be chaotic [20]. This im-
plies that protein structures that are initial very similar can
end up in very different conformations at the end of a numeri-
cal simulation. It is also possible that protein simulations can
result in conformations that are far from reality. Thus, it be-
comes important to be able to think of certain sanity checks
to ensure that the conformations produced by simulations are
acceptable from the biological perspective. One such sanity
check is certainly the Ramachandran plot [12, 21]. However,
even if the φ ,ψ angles of a given protein molecule fall in the
allowed region of the Ramachandran plot, we cannot be sure
that it is a biologically relevant molecule.
In the light of the results shown in Sec. (III), I propose
that entropy and auto-correlation of the dihedral angles of
a given protein molecule should also preferably be within a
certain allowed range. This range could be chosen to be the
mean±standard deviation.
Thus, the entropy, Sc, of the φ ,ψ,ω angles of a given pro-
tein molecule should preferably be within the range µSφ ±σSφ ,
µSψ ±σSψ and µSω ±σSω respectively. Similarly, the correlation
measure,CP, of the φ ,ψ,ω angles of a given protein molecule
should preferably be within the range µCφ ±σCφ , µCψ ±σCψ and
µCω ±σCω respectively. Among the protein molecules analyzed
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4in this paper, more than 80% have Sc and CP values that lie
within this range of values. However, as can be seen in Figs.
2 and 3, there are protein molecules whose dihedral angle en-
tropy and correlation measure lies outside of this range. Thus,
this criteria should be used as an indicator and not as an elim-
ination rule.
C. Secondary structures
Though the protein molecules are highly organized struc-
tures, the correlation measure of their dihedral angles have
been found to be very low (a mean of only 0.1236 for
φ ). However, the auto-correlation values of the secondary
strucutres (alpha helices and beta sheets) have been found to
be much higher (a mean of 0.4484 for φ of alpha helices). This
indicates that a significant portion of the protein structure con-
sists of a random coil which results in a low correlation val-
ues for the correlation measure of the protein dihedral angles.
This huge difference in the values of correlation measure of
the whole protein molecule and its secondary structures can
also be used as an indicator of the fact that a good understand-
ing of the secondary structure of proteins does not help us in
understanding their tertiary structure [22, 23].
D. Entropy of small data-sets
It is of interest to calculate the entropy of the dihedral an-
gles of the alpha helices and beta sheets and compare them
to the corresponding values for the entire protein molecule.
However, this could not be done since current techniques do
not allow an accurate estimation of entropy for such small
data-sets of real numbers.
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